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In today’s episode of ACM Bytecast, host Rashmi Mohan is joined by David Heinemeier 

Hansson, the creator of the popular open-source web framework Ruby on Rails which is used by 

some of the most well-known technology companies. He is an entrepreneur, co-founder of the 

company Basecamp, author of best-selling books, and racecar driver. Listen as they talk about 

his career as an entrepreneur and the building of his business.  

 

The episode begins with David introducing himself and his business to the audience. After 

working on open-source software for 20 years, David discovered Ruby on Rails and began using 

it to create Basecamp which was aimed at creating an open-source tool to uniquely solve the 

problem of web applications. He went to school for both information technology and business, 

which allowed him to have experience in both the technology side as well as the marketing 

aspect. David discusses his approach to marketing this software and his desire to reveal the 

benefits it contains and inspire others to use it to become self-sustaining.  

 

Next, David dives into the process of creating Basecamp, which began when David recognized a 

problem of communication with clients. He had the idea to solve this problem through creating a 

software that helps organize communication, and after creating one, began using it with his own 

clients. They immediately saw great benefits from it which led to other companies asking to buy 

it. This inspired David to turn it into a full-time company. He goes on to share how the process 

and goal of creating Basecamp was not to be the best business or make the most revenue, but 

instead to come up with a solution to a problem he himself was facing and then share it with 

others. His goal as an entrepreneur is to create quality products that solve problems in a new and 

unique way.  

 

As an entrepreneur expert, David then shares some advice to those wanting to start their own 

business. First, he encourages these listeners to define what success means to them, set an end 

goal, and understand the “why” behind the business. Additionally, he discusses how having a 

mindset that questions the fundamental assumptions made on how to start a business can help 

break the mold and foster new ideas. He shares how in starting his own business, he broke the 

mindset that you have to take big risks and gives tips on how he overcame these stereotypical 

ideas.  

 

Lastly, David speaks about his experience with remote working and why he thinks it is beneficial 

for companies to embrace this for their employees. He uses the results of the pandemic to show 

how it is possible for companies to function through remote working and how it can increase 

flexibility. As the episode comes to a close, David concludes by sharing about his experiences 

with race car driving as well as what he is most excited about for the future.  

https://rubyonrails.org/
https://basecamp.com/about


Key Takeaways: 

0:33 – Rashmi introduces today’s guest and episode topic 

1:38 – David introduces himself and shares about what he does 

3:49 – Rashmi asks David about his process of releasing software to the world 

8:53 – David shares about his business background 

10:26 – David’s process of creating Basecamp 

17:30 – Rashmi asks David to share about his unique approach to entrepreneurship  

22:16 – Advice on starting your own business 

27:45 – Different mindsets that have helped David in his career 

32:05 – David’s experience and thoughts on remote working  

37:45 – David shares about his passion for race car driving  

43:11 – What David is most excited about for the future 

 

Links: 

Learn more about David Heinemeier Hansson, Ruby on Rails, and Basecamp 

Learn more about ACM: https://www.acm.org/about-acm/about-the-acm-organization 

Follow ACM on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn 
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